Data Privacy Statement

Laser Land Leveling, Inc. recognizes the importance of protecting the personal privacy of its website
visitors. The following Privacy Policy (“Policy”) describes the types of information Laser Land may collect
and permissible use of that information. By using our website, you consent to the collection and use of
information in the manner described below.
Collection and use of personal information
Laser Land does not collect personal information (name, address, email address, telephone number,
etc.) through its website unless you provide it to us voluntarily. Laser Land may ask you for personal
information to process your employment application.
Laser Land will not share information with third parties without your permission, except as otherwise
necessary (i) to process your employment application (ii) to comply with any applicable law, court order
or other judicial process. Laser Land will take reasonable steps to ensure that any personal information
shared under these circumstances will not be used for any other purposes. Laser Land does not sale or
provide personal information data to non-affiliate third parties for promotional purposes, and you will
not receive emails or mailings concerning Laser Land or its products, services or promotions.

Access by children
Laser Land has no way of distinguishing the age of individuals who access our website. If a child has
provided us with personally-identifying information without consent from a parent or guardian, the
child’s parent or guardian should contact us, and we will take the reasonable steps to remove the
information from our files.
Modification or Deletion of Personal information
If you need to change or correct any personal information provided to us, or wish to have all personal
information we have collected removed from our files, please contact us and we will take reasonable
steps to comply with your request.
Security
Although no system is currently 100% immune from external attack, Laser Land has taken commercially
reasonable measures to prevent unauthorized access to and improper use of your personal information.
Scope of Policy and Third-Party Sites
This policy applies only to this website. The privacy policy of other websites, including those accessible
by links from this website, may differ from ours. We Encourage you to read privacy policy for each
website you visit, to ensure you understand and agree with the applicable policy.

Laser Land reserves the right to change the policy at any time without notice. Policy revisions are
effective upon posting and apply only to data collected thereafter. You should periodically visit this Laser
Land website to review the current terms.

